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00:19:21 Laura Stabler: Welcome 
00:21:47 Laura Stabler: Please visit gedcollaborative.com for upcoming events, articles, 

screening tools, educational curriculum w/CPDs, + much more 
00:43:04 Adriane Lesser (WHI): Aaron, it is showing the Northwell slide  
00:52:34 teresa amato: do all of your sites have the same EMR 
00:53:27 Kevin Biese: I believe all AA sites are on EPIC 
00:54:08 teresa amato: how many sites are acredited currently.  and how are you deciding 

which sites will more up to level2 and level 1 
00:55:45 aaron malsch: AAH is Epic and all site have the same standard build.  We currently 

have 10 sites, and getting another 5 implemented and accredited this year. 
00:58:24 Jessica Stanich: Mayo is all EPIC 
00:58:55 Jessica Stanich: Currently working through common dash board with room for 

adjustments at other sites 
00:58:58 Vaishal Tolia: UC system is all EPIC 
01:01:51 teresa amato: we use tablaeu   it makes the data very easy to visualize   it pulls from 

our emr to create our dashboards.  also we have one central ED dashboard that allows 
you to see all the ED's at once.   

01:02:12 Michael Malone: Different folks who have joined our team over the years. Each has 
added their skills to manage our data.  

01:03:03 Michael Malone: Now we shifting the conversations at each site to review and act on the 
outcomes.  

01:03:43 Ula Hwang: Kudos to AAH for building such an incredible repository and dashboard 
to augment your implementation 

01:05:53 teresa amato: sorry can't seem to unmute.   But we have real time dashboards 
01:06:13 Kevin Biese: @teresa awesome and thank you 
01:07:44 Kathleen P. Wieliczk: Is anyone using Patient Experience data 
01:10:14 aaron malsch: we look at the population the site serves,  we have several high 

proportion that will go ascend to level 2, for sites to go to level 1 we really have to 
consider resources, thus it most likely will only be are large tertiary sites 

01:11:26 teresa amato: we review data daily, weekly, monthly depending.  each site also gets a 
monthly score card 

 
01:12:03 aaron malsch: We have dabbled in pt experience, but had some difficulty drilling down 

to 65 and older due to low ’n’ and bandwidth issues for our team 
01:12:09 Vaishal Tolia: we have incorporated GED specific questions in our pt experience 

questions. We previously used EDCAHPS and now use NRC health 


